
	

	

May 2, 2016 
Hush Hush! Bang! Bang! 
 
Around April 10th or so, there was an attempted murder at the Housing Office. Scott 
Jetty was required to take a piss test, so he brought in a nice clean sample. But for 
some reason, either because he didn’t also bring the extra $50 or because Chuck 
Trotter was not doing the drug testing, one or both, he was told ‘No, you take the test 
here. Now.’ 

Of course he was not going to pass the piss test and he knew it. Jerry Robertson 
stood firm on how the test was to be done. A fight broke out and Scott beat up Jerry, 
kicking him when he was down and then left.  

He came back with a deer rifle and started shooting. That emptied the building.  

It’s been near impossible to get proper information on this because Myra, aka NLO, 
put a lid on it for some reason. No news reports, nothing. So all I’ve been able to get 
was bits and pieces.  

Everyone scattered and ran for their cars to get out of there while Scott was 
shooting... apparently a bad shot, and we can be grateful for that. Jerry Robertson 
was not able to get away on his own for some reason and was seen holding onto the 
hood of a car as it went down the road.  

But for some reason, all this had to be kept vewy, vewy quiet. *Wabbits* 

Hush-a-Bye-Baby 

Looks like the Tribal Police made a traffic stop at around 3 AM for some reason, just 
the other night, and the car had to be towed in. Cliff Reeves does the towing for the 
tribe so he hooked it up and away they went.   

Turns out, there was an infant in the car that no one saw. I guess the driver didn’t 
think to remark on it and I doubt, being on the rez, there was a carrier seat for the 
baby.   

It wasn’t discovered until the next morning when Cliff’s son went out to unhook the 
car and saw a tiny hand.  Let’s all be grateful that it wasn’t one of those cold winter’s 
nights, or a super hot night, or the baby didn’t somehow choke to death!  

Did anyone report that child as missing that night? Apparently not. Or if they did, 
Tribal Police were not interested.  

Dodged the bullet on that one. 

(Let me know if that In-Forum Link doesn’t work for you. I snagged it off my twitter 
timeline.) 
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Loose Ends 

Anyone know if those escapees were ever found?  Or are half or more of them still on 
the loose? Who at the Tribal Jail gave them a hand in that escape? Anyone care?  

Old & Young Impacted 

Something that’s a little trickier to follow because it’s designed both to deceive and to 
remain hidden is the UPS-Casey Family Programs scandal.  

UPS is owned by the Casey Family. They make billions of dollars and they are the 
creators and chief benefactors AND top beneficiaries of Casey Family Programs.  
CFP has been investigated by a Harvard Professor and found to be a scam, a mega 
billion dollar scam upon both government: UPS gets sky high tax breaks for donating 
to their own CFP program, and CFP in turn gets hundreds of millions of dollars every 
year from Government Grants, and they invest most of the funds they get back into 
UPS (Tax Free) as ‘revenue investment’. 

Their program, Casey Family Programs, is run by people whose goal is to keep 
children with their abusers, demonizing Foster Parents who try to protect children 
from returning to abusive environments.  They are the ones driving the ICWA/NICWA 
plan that gives tribal courts, renown for their corruption, all say over EVERY CHILD in 
the country that is in care, while making it illegal to investigate any and all reports of 
child abuse and child rape that occurs to those children while under the rule of Tribes.  

Children are in care not because mean old Fosters want to rob them of their culture, 
they are in care because they were neglected to the point of hospitalization or they 
were raped by family members and need recovery.  

The whole ICWA/NICWA scheme is painted as ‘Bringing Our Children Home’ 
regardless of how little connection to any tribe by any documentation or blood 
quantum, and solely at the discretion of the tribe pursuing them.  They just don’t want 
any children over the age of 12 to be ‘reunited’ with their ‘tribes’ or ‘brought home’ for 
some reason. Think about that.  

CFP has incestuously traded personnel and staff with every agency involved. BIA, 
HHS, IHS, BIA, ACF, etc… and they make sure they are right next to top politicians at 
every level.  

Ok, that little ‘refresher’ on CFP and reminder about UPS was because of a recent 
article regarding a ruling (May 7th) that will directly affect UPS.  

ZERO HEDGE. COM 

 
“During its Q1 earnings call, UPS told investors that if Treasury 
approves the CSPF plan to cut benefits, the company would have 
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to take a charge of approximately $3.2 to $3.8 billion. 
  

As part of a collective bargaining agreement with the 
International Brotherhood of Teamsters when UPS withdrew from 
the fund in 2007, the company agreed to provide 
supplemental benefits to any remaining members in the 
event that certain benefits were lawfully reduced” 

UPS was allowed to withdraw from the Union Pension plan covering existing 
pensioners back in 2007 by some legal bargaining and wrangling that somehow laid 
the pension obligations onto some vehicle called Central States Pension Fund, which 
now sees looming insolvency and is looking to cut benefits which will leave UPS with 
the obligation they never thought would come back to haunt them, where they had 
agreed to top up the pensions if the Pension Fund were ever allowed to legally cut 
benefits.  

That’s going to impact UPS to the tune of $3.5 Billion (not sure over how long a 
period of time).  

They will have to make up that money from other revenue streams and my guess is 
that they will further drain funds from the alphabet soup agencies listed earlier, 
leaving even less funds for local and State agencies to even attempt to protect 
children in their jurisdictions.  

That’s perfect for CFP. They can screw retirees, take funds away from local and 
State agencies thus crippling their ability to fight the insanity of ICWA/NICWA, and 
claim the money they are spending because of it is a write-off.  

Read Harvard Professor Elizabeth Bartholet’s explosive essay on Casey Family 
Programs (and all programs based on the same model) 

Buckle Up 

As we have seen with the ever growing scandal in South Dakota, the GEAR UP 
debacle, all money, whether it’s a few hundred thousand or millions of dollars, in 
government grants to Indian Country are never followed up by any agency to check 
for corruption, thus leading to corruption of most of the people connected to those 
projects, including in South Dakota, School Board Members, Top State agency 
heads, many of whom are now, only NOW being investigated for obvious conflicts of 
interest and obscene pay scales for little or no work, while the students that the 
program was supposed to be ‘helping’ saw no help at all.  

Also coming out of South Dakota is Chase Iron Eyes, running as a Democrat trying to 
unseat Kevin Cramer, a Republican.  
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Want to guess what project he was working on with Ruth Hopkins, the woman he had 
an affair with (which he denies but she has proven by posting their texts and the 
naked selfies he sent to her of himself in the locker room)?  

He’s pushing the ICWA/NICWA roll out. Yes, that’s the project that brought them 
together. If I’m wrong, tell me. I’d like to know which project you both have in common 
that blew up Hopkins’ marriage, and she’s been pushing this NICWA for over a year 
now.  

So Chase is from South Dakota, has a felony conviction which he did not disclose, 
has an affair which he continues to lie about, and he wants to unseat Kevin Cramer 
who is the ONLY politician I have seen that is working to PROTECT The children and 
prevent them from being returned to their rapists, and to those who have neglected 
them.  

Guess who I am supporting, again, this election? Yeah. I know. I’m a die-hard 
Democrat but I will not under any circumstances stand idly by and watch these slick, 
well-funded friends of Casey Family Programs groups undo what little progress has 
been made, nor make it so that the children have to be returned, which has proved 
fatal to many of the children already.  

We’ll never know how many children are being raped and abused or who are tortured 
and killed once they are returned to their abusers because CFP, like GEAR UP, is not 
required to keep any statistics on anything negative—like dead babies, raped 
children, etc.  

Chase Iron Eyes is very convincing. He’ll speak with that noble Indian tone in his 
voice and talk about his culture, and about the wrongs of the past when children were 
stolen from their families and forced into boarding schools to ‘kill the Indian but save 
the child’ … and the stories are horrific and true and brutal beyond anything anyone 
will ever fully comprehend.  

And that is what destroyed much of the family and community structure in tribes. 
Seven Generations or more of Boarding schools is a stain and a shame on both 
government and on the churches that profited from it all.  

We need to teach True History to our children and grow our society into one that 
recognizes and makes amends for such horrors, but we cannot make amends by 
subjecting tiny children to a system that forbids them from being heard when they 
disclose abuse, rape or which allows them to be trafficked and sold with no way to 
trace them and for it to be illegal for any individual or agency to investigate their 
abuses.  

CFP is really pushing for Chase Iron Eyes to be the one to take Cramer’s seat. I urge 
everyone in North Dakota to vote for Kevin Cramer and to support his candidacy and 
keep him in place.  
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As much as I want Dems to take over the Senate and The House, I urge North 
Dakota to vote for Kevin Cramer and if Heidi Heitkamp is running again, throw her 
ass out. If another Dem is not going to primary her, then vote in a Republican that 
Cramer will support. I trust him.  

I will differ with him on practically every issue, but these kids don’t’ get a second 
chance or a next election. Their lives and what becomes of them  directly affects 
each of us as they are, by definition, the future.  

Do you want the future to be one where the most damaged continue to do more 
damage? Or one where those who are able to heal and recover, can function and 
create safer communities for all of us?  

That’s how I see this election.  

Sometimes you can dodge a bullet. Sometimes you gotta prevent evil from being able 
to aim a gun at you to begin with.  

Your vote is possibly the one thing you can do that will have the most impact on what 
happens to those children. Your vote. Register and vote. Don’t let some phony 
charmer take away the only representative that has stood up and fought for those 
kids.  

Chase Iron Eyes is charming. Just ask Ruth Hopkins. He destroys anyone that trusts 
him. That’s his game.  

You know where to find me.  

~Cat 

 


